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1 
This invention relates to a‘ device for marking 

the hemline on various garments, such, for ex 
ample, as ladies’ skirts, coats, or any other gar; 
ment to which it is adapted, being hung or ?tted, 
so that it will be of even length all around, and 
has for an object to provide a simple and im 
proved device whereby at any given points around 
the skirt a series of pins may be inserted, all at an 
equal height from the ?oor to indicate the hem 
line. 
Another object is to provide a device of this 

character by means of which a fold is formed 
in the skirt and the pin inserted in this'fold by a 
simple and single operation. 
Although it is ‘described in the following de 

scription in connection with skirts, it will be un 
derstood it may be used for marking any garment 
for which it is adapted. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

we have devised the construction illustrated in 
the accompanying drawing forming a, part of this 
speci?cation. It is, however, to be understood the 
invention is not limited tolthe speci?c details of 
construction and arrangement shown, but may 
embody various changes and modi?cations'within 
the scope of the invention. . 
In this drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a front view of the device; , ' 
Fig. 2 is a. side view looking from the left of 

Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a rear view of the pin-setting device; 
Fig. 4 is a top plan view thereof showing the 

parts in position for forming a fold in the skirt 
and inserting the pin in this fold; 
Fig. 5 is a detail vertical section on an enlarged 

scale through the pin-feeding hopper taken sub 
stantially on line 5-—5 of Fig. 1, and . 

Fig. 6 is a face view of a portion of a skirt show 
ing pins applied thereto. 
The device comprises a base [0 and an upright‘ 

bar or stick I l which preferably has a measuring 
., scale 12 on the rear side thereof. Mounted for 
vertical adjustment on this bar is a device for 
setting pins in a lady’s dress or suit skirt at a 
given height from the floor, so that the skirt can 
be hemmed all around at a uniform length or 
height from the ?oor. This device comprises a 
supporting member‘ I3, in the present case a plate 
formed of sheet metal secured on the bar H by 
means of generally U-shaped straps l4 embracing 
the bar so that the device can be adjusted up and 
down on the bar, and secured in adjusted posi 
tions by a. clamping screw l5 in one of the straps. 
The height may be determined and set for any 
given length of skirt by means, of .a pointer 16' or 
any other mark on the back of the plate 13 by] 
the side of the scale '2. ‘ Mounted on the front of 
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2 
the plate I3 is a vertically slidable member or 
slide I‘! held for up and‘ down sliding movement 
by vertical slots l 8 in this slide and headedstuds 
l9 extendingthrough these slots and secured to 
the plate [3. This slide [1 is normally held in its, 
upper position by a spring 20 secured at one end,_ 
as at 2|, to the slide and at its other end 22 to. 
the plate [3. , g ‘ 

Mounted at the upper front side of ‘the plate [3; 
is a reservoirand feed'hopper 23 for pins 24,. 
which are preferably headless pins, the ‘top of this; 
holder or hopper having a tapered or V-shaped 
recess 25 with a feed or guide slot or passage 26 
leading to a passage 21 to which the pins‘dro'p one 
by one and in succession‘through the guide pas 
sage 25, to a position in‘ front of a‘longit'udinally 
slidable plunger 28 in alignment with the passage 
21, and mounted in a suitable guide'housing' 29 
also mounted on the plate IS. The passage 21 
and the plunger are slightly larger than the di 
ameter of the pins and the width ‘of the feed 
passage 26, as shown in Fig. 5, although this dif 
ference is exaggerated in the drawing, so‘ as'to 
prevent the plunger lifting out of .the passage 21 
into the feed passage26; in other ‘words, tov re 
tain ‘the plunger inthe passage 21 in alignment 
with‘the pin to be driven. The outer end of the 
block 23 is provided with an exit opening 30in 
alignment with the passage 21 for exit of the pin 
being driven, and in front of this opening is a 
skirtebending plate 3l‘secured to the front of the 
block 23. This plate projects from the left-hand‘ 
edge of the block as shown in Figs. 1 and 4 and is 
bent to a reverse curve, as shown‘ at 32 and 33 in 
Fig. 4, in front of the pin outlet opening 30' to 
provide atapered ‘or sort of V-shaped upright ' 
recess 34, and‘the opposite'sides of this folded 
portion are slotted or recessed, as shown at 35in 
Figs. 2 and 3, in front of the exit opening for the 
pins. ' ' ' ‘ ' 

Mounted on the back of plate I3 is an upright 
lever or arm 36, in the present case a ?at strip 
of metal pivoted at its lower end to the plate 13 
at 37, and its backward movement is limited by 
an adjustable ‘stop screw 38 threaded in the plate 
!3 and which is engaged by the lower end of the 
arm 36 to limit'its backward movement as shown 
in Fig. 2. ‘It is‘ normally in a backwardly inclined, 
position as shown in this ?gure, and at its upper 
end is provided with a laterally andforwardly ex 
tending ?at lug or ?nger 39 provided with a notch 
40 which, when the'arm-and ?nger are'in their‘ 
forward position with the front . edge of this 
?nger in the recess 34 of the guide 33,'is in align 
ment .With the pin outlet 30 andvth'e notches 35. 
,Extending forwardly from'this arm ‘or lever/>36 

' above the hinge pivot 31 is a rod or screw" 41 
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passing through both plates [3 and I1, this screw 
being secured to the lever or arm 36. At the for 
ward side of the plate 13 it extends through an 
upright elongated notch or slot 42 in the lower 
end of the slidable plate or slide l1, so that as this 
slide I1; is shifted downwardly the top» edge of 
this slotornotch.“Twill= engage the rod or screw 
4| and swing the upper end of the arm 36 and 
the ?nger 39 forwardly for a purpose presently; 
to be described. ‘_ 
The plunger 28 is operated by a ?exibletwire #3‘ 

in a ?exible spirally woundqsheathglgconnectedg 
at its free end to an operating knob 45,’, this wire» 
passing through a sleeve 46 molmtedtima 151.1891? 
grip 41 secured to the end or the sheathing 4d. 
and between this grip and the‘knob-Hr wire‘?it 
is surrounded by a coil spring 48. Pnojeotingjq 
downwardly from the plunger 28, and through 
an elongated slot. in theunder side of», the casing. 
25, isainin' isl'runningm aicamiplatei?jmounted 
onfthej top of the snag 1.1; Thisfoam'include's' a. 
downwardly inclined portion; 51. and. a. straight 
horizontal portion‘ 5ii‘atthe'toni'of the" inclined 
portion; 
The operation isias, follows; moperation. the 

plate l'3‘is' set'on the‘bar' I"! at'the' desired height 
above. the floor which. may, be determinediby” the 
scale “fans, the arrow’ l6.‘ Then it issot against, 
the skintindioatedatj 5.3. being ?tted‘ and as'wor-h 
by ‘the, person for whom itisibeingjmeasured so 
thatiit'silower edgefis between‘the" reverse curve: 
or‘ backing element 311 33] and the forward free. 
edge of the lugior?nger 39;: as shown by the 
broksn'linesin Fig; 2‘.._ Then the operator presses 
the.‘ operating knob; 4.5,‘ inwandlv. which. may be 
done, readily by. meansyorg tnejthumb against the’ 
endf of‘ this kn'ob andilwitn the, ?nger'grips 4.15 
restin'ggqn the inside.“ of the, ?rst and‘ second 
?ngers;- Thi's,throughthej?exible wire 43‘shifts 
the! plunger 28,‘ to th'efleftgas' viewed in Fig. 1'.’ 
Qhtbe?rstmovement oi'thisplunger‘to the; left 
it carries, with: it'the P111148’ 'whi'chfbv‘ running. on 
the inclinedfjportionj 511‘ of the? cam "forces the; 
slide I]? downwardly: This.‘ forces; tbejsorew'f. or. 
pin? 41~ downwardly, swinsingjthe upperv end: of; 
the arm; 35.ff0r.ward1v about: hinge; pivot 3.1:. 
This, swings‘. the ?nger~ 35f forwardly: against ‘the 
c.1oth'skirt_5_3“for.cjing itjinto the openlsidefofjthe. 
concave‘, reverse; bend, '33., or ‘ that‘. isfi'nt'qv the; ta.. 
peredfrecess?',‘ as ,showniinEig; ‘4; andthus‘ roljds'. 
thejskirt' around‘ thejree; end _' ‘edge, of "the lug‘ ‘or_ 
finger 3,9, as shownjin'this ?gurefgand' the fold. 
is‘. alignment. with the pin, ‘ outlet; opening‘ ‘311; 
Then. continued.‘ forward movement of.‘ the 
plunger 28 causes it..to,engag6 the pi‘n12‘4ai in‘the: 
passage, 7J1,v the lengthy and position ofth‘e 
plunger 28§being so determined thatgit ‘does not? 
engage this pin. or at least‘ does not"shi‘ft_'its? 
point to therecess34,untilthelever armi?jias 
been: shifted'forwardly to, the, position’, or Fig; 4. 
to .form the 'fold in the, skirt, Thenasitlie plunger; 
continues- to > move. forwardly it forces; this'l'pin 
outwardly’ through the opening.‘ 'ampass'ing, it; 
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4 
so that the slide I1 is released and the arm 36 
and the ?nger 39 swing back to the normal posi 
tion of Fig. 2, releasing the skirt with the pin in 
it. Withdrawal of the plunger permits another 
pin to drop from the feed hopper 25 and the feed 
passage, 2 Moths-‘passageway 21;, andto. a position 
in- merit of the plunger me another} pin-setting 
operation. Now the girl Wearing the skirt turns 
a,’ short distance to bring a new portion of the 
skirt into position between the ?nger 33 and the 
reveisecu‘rve‘ior backing member 33, or the whole 
device can be; shiftedf on the floor to a new posi 
tion whilethelginl remains stationary. The latter 
operatipnyiapneferred, as where the girl shifts she 
may change her position so as to change the 
position of the; skirt, causing variation in the 
marking of the skirt. After the device or the 
skirt has been shifted to the new position, the 
device is again operatediby means of ,the knob 45, 
asde’seribedL to set a new pin. If'thisfoperation 
is performed at intervals entirely aroundv the 
skirt, a series‘ of these pins is set at a uniform 
height above .the'?oor' entirely around the skirt 
forming a, complete series of markings whereby 
the skirt can be made of a uniform length‘ Two 
ofv these pins ‘set in the_ skirt are shown in Fig.6.. 
Themaga'zine'can be made to hold enough pins 
to ‘completely mark'one or more garments. With 
this feed and. the plunger operation for setting 
the pins there‘. is no individual handling of pins 
necessary. 7 

These pin markers are a distinct advantage 
over the old method.‘ of‘ marking with. chalk or 
powder,- as the ‘chalktor powder rubs off, andfthe 
skirt maybe folded and'the'pins easily. set‘, by a 
single operation’ of" the plunger knob.4'5f. That is, 
a single pressure of theplun'ger closes the folder,‘ 
inserts‘a pin,'_and onrelease offpressure the folder 
automatically opens to release the fabric, the 
plunger'ret-urns "to driving position‘ andv another 
pin automatically'falls intofdriving position. 
Having ‘thus set‘ forth the nature ofv our inven 

tion, we claim: 
1'. A hem marker camprising»v a, base andv an. 

_ upright bar mounted thereon, asupport, means‘ 
mounting thegsupport on the bar'for adjustment 
along the bar. and'_ securing it'in di?e'rentgad 
justed'positions,v a; forming means including av 
backing, member mounted, on. the support pro 
videdi'with‘ an. upright recess,‘ an. arm pivoted to 
the‘ support and carrying. a. ?nger ‘providecl' with. 
an~ upright‘ free edge'mov'able- into the recess to 
form an uprightffold. in afskirt around‘. the edge 
of‘sai'clj'?nger', fa horiéiont'al' pin. guide mounted < on‘ 
the" support adjacent and atone side of saidv 
forming,’ means,‘ a ‘plunger, movable, snag the 
guide for inserting a pin horizontally throughthe 
upright fold while. it is' held. in the forming 
means;v and meansimo‘untedf ~on the ~ support. for 
operating the folding. armto shift. the'free edge, 
toffolding, position in the‘lrecess to 'form a- fold. 
and thenshiftthen-longerv toinserta pin through 
thisjyfolldi.‘ 

72f Qmark‘e'r. comprising a. supporting base 
aridan. upright: bar‘carried thereby, asupport, 
meansmounting the sup-port on’ the bar, for ad-~ 
justine‘nt'. along the bar and securing; it in di?‘er 
en't_~. adjusted positions, a. forming-- means on-.the~ 
support including. a strip bent to-form'. a. tapered 
opensidedupright recess,» an armpivoted to-the 
support and carrying a ?nger provided with a 
free edge movable'into said recess 'to form'there 
with -an,\_upright’fo1_d.;in-a skirt aroundthe edge‘ 
of. said. ?nger, ,_»said~ strip. being provided. with: 
aligned-transverse; recesses in? the sides,- of; said 
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forming recess and the edge of the ?nger being 
provided with a recess which is in alignment 
with the other recesses when it is in the folding 
position, a horizontal pin guide mounted on the 
support in alignment with said recesses, a 
plunger movable along said guide to pass a pin 
horizontally through said recesses and the up~ 
right skirt fold in the folding means, and means 
on the support for operating the pivoted arm to 
make a fold in the skirt and then operate the 
plunger to insert a pin transversely through this 
fold. 

3. A hem marker comprising a base and an up 
right bar mounted'thereon, a support, means 
mounting the sup-port on the bar for adjustment 
along the bar and securing it in different ad 
justed positions, a, forming means mounted on 
the support including a member provided with an 
upright open recess and a movable member hav 
ing an upright free edge movable into the recess 
to form an upright fold in a skirt about said edge, 
a horizontal pin guide at one side of said forming 
means, a feed reservoir for headless pins includ 
ing a feed guideway for the pins leading from 
the reservoir to said pin guide, a plunger mov 
able along said pin guide to feed a pin hori~ 
zontally therein point forward and insert it 
transversely through the fold in the skirt while 
it is in the forming means, and means for op 
erating the folding means to form a fold in the 
skirt and then operate the plunger to insert a 
pin transversely through this fold. 

4. A hem marker comprising a base and an up 
right bar mounted thereon, a support, means 
mounting the support for vertical adjustment on 
the bar and securing it in adjusted positions, a 
folding means for a fabric garment including a 
backing member mounted on the support and 
provided with an upright open sided recess, an 
upright arm pivoted to the support, a forwardly 
projecting upright ?nger on the arm located to 
move into the recess in the backing member to 
fold the fabric into an upright fold in the recess 
about the edge of said ?nger, means mounted on 
the support for inserting a pin horizontally and 
transversely in the folded fabric while it is held 
in said recess including a horizontal guide pas 
sage adjacent the backing member, a plunger 
movable along said passage to insert the pin, a 
slide on the support, means connecting the slide 
with the pivoted arm for operating this arm, a 
cam means mounted on the support and conl 
nected with the plunger for operating the slide, 
and means on the support for operating the 
plunger. 

5. A hem marker comprising a base and an 
upright bar mounted thereon, a support, means 
mounting the support for vertical adjustment on 
the bar and securing it in adjusted positions, a 
folding means for a fabric garment including a 
recessed backing member mounted on the sup 
port, an upright arm pivotally mounted on the 
support, a folder mounted on the arm including 
a member provided with an upright edge mov 
able into the recess in the backing member to 
fold the fabric about said edge, a reservoir for a 
plurality of headless pins mounted on the sup 
port, means mounted on the support for feeding 
independent pins from the reservoir and insert 
ing them in the fabric folded about said edge, a 
manually operated flexible operating means for 
the pin feeding and inserting means, and a con-v 
nection between the pin feeding and inserting 
means and the pivoted arm mounted on the sup 
portfor shifting the folder to folding position. 
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6 
6. A hem marker comprising a stationary base 

forming a support, an upright bar carried and 
supported solely by and extending upwardly from 
said base, a device for setting marking pins in a 
lady’s dress comprising a supporting member, 
guide means mounting said member for vertical 
adjustment on the bar, means for securing the 
supporting member in different adjusted posi 
tions on the bar, folding means mounted on the 
supporting member comprising relatively mov 
able jaw members including upright shaping 
means to engage opposite sides of a skirt between 
them for forming a series of laterally spaced up 
right folds in the skirt, a holder provided with a 
reservoir for a plurality of loose pins mounted on 
the supporting member at one side of the folding 
means, means mounted on the supporting me. - 
her to transfer individual pins one at a time from 
said holder and insert it horizontally and trans 
versely through a fold in the folding means, and 
manually operated means on the supporting 
member connected to the folding means and the 
pin transferring and inserting means and ar 
ranged to operate them in succession to form and 
retain the series of laterally spaced folds about 
the skirt and thus locate a series of pins at a 
given level about the skirt. 

'7. A hem marker comprising a stationary base 
forming a support, an upright bar carried and 
supported solely thereon, a device mounted on 
and carried by said bar for forming a series of 
laterally spaced upright folds in a cloth skirt 
and inserting a pin transversely in each fold com 
prising a supporting member, guide means 
mounting the supporting member for adjustment 
along the bar and means for securing it in dif 
ferent adjusted positions, a backing member 
mounted on the said supporting member provided 
with an upright recess, a movable member 
mounted on the supporting member including 
an upright ?nger movable into the recess on the 
backing member to fold a skirt over the edge of 
said ?nger and form an upright fold in the skirt, 
a guide means for a pin mounted on the support 
ing member adjacent the backing member, a res 
ervoir for a plurality of loose pins mounted on 
the supporting member and provided with a pas 
sage for carrying individual pins from the reser 
voir to the guide means, a horizontally movable 
plunger in said pin guiding means for inserting 
a pin horizontally through the upright fold in 
the skirt while it is held in the backing member 
by the finger, and manually operated means 
mounted on the supporting member for operating 
the movable member to form a fold in the skirt 
and then operate the plunger to insert a pin 
through this fold. 

1 GEORGE F‘. HALPIN. 

EDVIARD LAZAROFF. 
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